Selected Education Offering by Dr. Brian Gray

**Utilizing Invisalign to Enhance Your Restorative Outcomes II**

Two instructor presentation by Brian Gray, DDS, MAGD and Nancy Ward, DDS, MAGD

**Thursday Evening Gathering 6-9 (or 7-9 if you are not serving food)**

**Friday 8-5 with evening session 7-9**

**Saturday 8-3**

In this Seminar, designed for mid-level and developing Invisalign providers, the focus is on understanding the range of Invisalign treatment approaches to more complex cases. You will learn how to integrate Invisalign into your restorative philosophy and technique.

Pre requisite - Prefer to have Align Essentials 1 training (this is not an Invisalign certification course)

**HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT**

After attending this program, you will gain information that helps you:
1. Incorporate Invisalign treatments into your comprehensive restorative treatment plan
2. Find the best approach to every case from the time of diagnosis to planning the comprehensive treatment
3. Apply the principles of biomechanics to Invisalign patient treatments
4. Utilize advanced tools in the ClinCheck software to provide additional diagnostic information
5. Manage your Invisalign patients during the active phase of treatment, anticipating and adjusting to any bumps along the way
6. Determine what retention solution is ideal for each individual patient

**WHAT YOU WILL LEARN**

**Pre-Restorative Orthodontics**
1. Restoring Worn Teeth Without Further Reduction of Tooth Height
2. Alignment of Gingival And Bone Anatomy
3. Eliminating The Dark Triangular Spaces
4. increasing Maxillary Tooth Exposure on Smile
5. Aligning the Occlusal Plane with the Lips
6. Rehabilitating the Collapsed Bite

**Unique Features and Options Affecting Clinical Outcomes with Invisalign Patients**
1. Evaluating the use of attachments
2. Prescribing and performing IPR
3. Use of buttons and elastics
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4. Standardizing routine prescription requests
5. Utilizing advanced features of software for diagnostic purposes
6. Treatment plan development
7. **Advanced Clincheck Analysis and Modification**

**The Patient screening Process**
Determine the degree of difficulty of a case through a systematic diagnostic screening process
Comprehensive case presentations skills development

**Treatment Planning Options for Advanced Level Cases**
1. Prescribing treatment for advanced level types of cases
   - Wear cases
   - Anterior open bite closure
   - Cross bites
2. Creating prescription instructions that reflect your goals for overall treatment and occlusion

**Patient Management**
1. Trouble shooting issues that arise before starting treatment
2. Addressing aligner lag or fit issues during the treatment period
   - Deciphering what is normal and what you need to be concerned about
   - Timing and placement of auxiliary appliances
   - Determining when to initiate midcourse corrections and refinements
3. Maintaining and/or achieving occlusal goals after aligner therapy

**Retention**
1. What do we know about orthodontic retention
2. When should you plan orthodontic retention
3. How to decide which retainer is best suited for a specific case
4. The different phases of retention and doctor/patient responsibilities

Participants are encouraged to bring cases to review during the class.